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It's a  hat triok!
Maple  Leaf scores  triple win  at 2006  Best New Products Awards
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS      AND      MAUREEN      NAPIER,      OLIVIERI

When  Maple Leaf Foods develops new products,

we take care to create delicious and innovative

foods that meet the high expectations of the
world's toughest food critic -the consumer. So

when  10,000 Canadian consumers recently voted

three of our products as this year's Best New Products via an

online survey, we knew the critics recognized our passion for

making great food.

The Schneiders Oh  Naturel!  TM and  SmartLunchTM product

lines,  along with the Olivieri  NutriwiseTM Grilled

Chicken a  L'Orange pasta, were

honoured by survey

participants as the best of the
best in their respective food

categories.
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The third annual Best New Products Awards program is one of

the largest consumer surveys about new product development

and  innovation ever conducted  in Canada.  Consumers from

across the country voted on  130 new products and chose their

favourites from 70 top quality Canadian  brands in three main

product categories:  Food,  Personal Care and  Household. The
winners were announced on Feb. 2, 2006 and Maple Leaf,

including Consumer Foods and Olivieri,  led the food category

with three awards,  beating out other companies such as

Nestle and  Kellogg's.

Voting criteria for the online survey included

whether consumers found the product appealing

and if they would purchase it in the future.

Hat Trick -conf/.nued or7 page 3
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Outreaoh  to  Kenya:  Making  a  difference
BY      LYNDA      KUHN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

A year  ago  I  learnecl
about an  orphanage
in  Kenya  and  today,
with  [,he  support of
Lhe  people  at  Maple
Leaf Foods,  a  g|Toup
of children  has a
reason  to  smile and
hope  for a  brighter
future.

IL
began when a friend of mine

returned from volunteering for

a month at a home for orphans
in  Kenya. She gave me firsthand

accounts of the pain and the
roadblocks these children face,  but also

the caring they receive from people

who are committed to making a

difference. Started by James and Lucy

Njaaga,  ''Njaaga Child  Hope" shelters

74 children between the ages of three

to  18,  largely left alone as a  result of

AIDS and other disease. I wanted to

learn more about these children and

how I could  help. As a  result, over the

past year James and  I  have established
a close  ''e-mail"  relationship.  I  have

come to appreciate the challenges of

life in  Kenya,  but also how easily a

little support can make a huge impact

in a country where people live on as

little as  $1  a  day.

We often ask ourselves what we can do
in the face of massive global tragedies,

like the AIDs pandemic in Africa.  Last

December,  Maple  Leaf people

responded and the power of our small

Kenya -:=itinued on page 3
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Kenya -continued from page 2

acts of kindness helped us make a

difference!

People across Corporate office and our

locs took the opportunity to clean out
their closets, taking spring cleaning to a

whole new level. We collected new and

gently used toys, and clothing and
books, along with generous financial

donations, to send to these children in
Kenya. Over the holidays,  I  packed

these items into  16 very large boxes -

and what goodies they contained -
designer children's clothes,  brand  new

books, scarves and baby wear, men's

jeans and barely worn running shoes,
blocks and dolls and a stuffed animal

for every child!

Maple Leaf Global  Foods put me in

contact with a freight forwarder,
Cavalier International, who coached me

through all the steps to ensure these
items would arrive safely in Africa. The

boxes were destined to arrive in Nairobi

sometime at the end of February. By

the time you are reading this story,
these children who have suffered so

greatly will  be enjoying clothes and
toys they never dreamed of having, all

because of the goodwill and generosity

of Maple Leaf people.

The financial donations have enabled

Njaaga Child  Hope to pay some medical

bills and school tuition fees, and

irrigate 10 acres of community garden,

providing a sustainable source of highly

nutritious fruits and vegetables to feed
the children. Surplus crops will  be used

to feed people in need in the
neighbouring community. A $1,000

donation by Maple Leaf has been used

to purchase three dairy cows, providing

daily milk for the home. One of them  is

even named after us!

So to everyone who pitched in -a very
big THANK YOU!  You  have made an

enormous impact. In the words of

James Njaaga  .  .  .  ''Asante Sana''.

If you would  like more information

regarding this project,  please contact

me via e-mail  (Kuhnu@MapleLeaf.ca)

or log on to their website at
www.njaagachildhope.or.ke.

Hat Trick -conft.nued from page I

Participants were also asked how they

felt about other related issues such as

health, nutrition, convenience, value

and the environment. A valuable

consumer feedback tool for

performance driven companies like
Maple Leaf, the survey builds awareness

of new products and provides insight

into consumers' wants and needs.

Distinguished from the competition as

superior in  both quality and  innovation,

the winning  Maple Leaf entries pushed

the boundaries in bringing unique,

health-conscious food products to the

marketplace.

Schneiders Oh  Naturel!  TM, the  Best New

Products award winner in the health

foods category,  is a line of 10 meat

alternative products that offers great
taste, convenience and nutrition.

Developed in response to a growing

demand from Canadians who have
made health a top priority, the Oh

Naturel!  brand has received

overwhelming consumer approval. One

survey participant described  it as "...a

fantastic product.  Finally a good-tasting

and innovative answer to an alternative

to meat products!  I have recommended
these products to everyone!"

Olivieri whole wheat pasta, creatively

infused with a delicate blend of chicken

and fruit,  made  NutriwiseTM Grilled

Chicken a  L'Orange the first filled pasta

product on the market to receive the
health check symbol. The result is a high

quality pasta product that offers a
delicious and healthy meal solution

with  ''a fantastic filling and great

flavour''.  Nutritious and easy to

prepare, the NutriwiseTM pasta was the
obvious choice for consumers to vote

the Best New Product recipient in the

pasta category.  More delicious Olivieri
recipes can be found on the newly

improved website at www.olivieri.ca.

''A complete,  nutritious school  lunch for

my kids."   That's how one survey

participant explained why the choice
was Schneiders SmartLunchTM as the

2006 Best New Product winner in the

snack category. This line of seven

convenient,  healthy combination  lunch

kits also received  high  praise for having

kid-approved great taste.  ''My kids love

it and  it`s reasonably priced. An

awesome product,  I don't mind them

eating these at all!"  Launched  in

August 2005, the SmartLunchTM line

offers unique, enhanced health benefits
with meals that feature 60-percent
whole wheat breads, skim milk products

and  100-percent real fruit juices.

Future marketing  initiatives will actively

promote the accomplishments of these
impressive Best New Product recipients.

In addition to extensive media coverage

in Ontario, Canadian  Living Magazine

will  provide national  media exposure

for all of the 2006 winning products in

its April  issue.

Congratulations to the dedicated teams
who developed and launched these
award-winning entries.  By voting these

products as the top of their class, our
consumers recognized your hard work

and passion for food.

Maple Leaf's Best New Product awards

will  be on display at MLCF's  Eglinton

and Courtland facilities in Ontario and

at Olivieri's  Hamilton,  Ontario  location.

To learn more about the Best New
Products Awards program or to view a
complete list of the 2006 winners, visit

www.bestnewproducts.ca.
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New website  puts  healthy  lunches  online
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      Fool)S

Maple  Leaf Consumer
Foods has given web-
savvy moms a healthy
solution  to  their
children's  school
lunches wiLh  the
January 2006  launch
of the  Schneiders
Smal`tLunchTM

websiLe  at
www.smarLlunch.ca.

D
esigned to support the award-
winning  line of seven

convenient, better-for-you
lunch  kits and combos, the kid-friendly

SmartLunchTM website provides

insightful, easy-to-understand product

information.  Highlighted nutritional

benefits clearly explain why

SmartLunch meals are a smart answer

for school  lunches. The site also

featured an exciting online contest,

which ended in March, that allowed

budget-conscious shoppers the chance

to win a one-month supply of

SmartLunchTM  products for their child's

school  lunches.

'`The website enhances the important

role that nutrition and convenience

play in moms' meal  planning for their
children's school  lunch,"  explains

Theresa Shelton, Consumer Marketing

Manager.  ''Our consumers can visit the

site at any time to browse the entire
Schneiders SmartLunchTM product line

and learn more about our healthier,
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What is SmartLunch?
They're great tasting meals with great stuff in  `em!

Introducing  Schnelders  SmartLunch".  Convenient,
nutritious  meals  that  make  lunch  preparat)on  easy
for  busy  Mc`ms  arid  Dads   You  can  feel  goc`d  abrjut

giving  yctur  kids  any  of  the  seven  tasty  Smartiunch
meal  cholces
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5chneiders.  i5   a  rcliiisterei]  trademark   of  E,rhneitler   FoiJd5    SniartLLiiic  h'.  i5   a  tradEmarl    of  E.chneider  FL]oij_:       Termg  and  Conditions    I    Privacy

fun and  innovative meal solutions."

Toronto ad agency MCDonnell  Haynes

developed an integrated consumer
awareness campaign and the creative
concept of the website to support the
SmartLunchTM launch.   Project team

member Lucas Clements, Web Analyst,

worked with web design company
Verus Interactive to create a website

that is easy to navigate and offers
informative tools such as a  link to the

Canadian  Food Guide to Healthy

Eating. Another convenient website

tool designed to help moms make

informed food choices is a detailed

overview of the nutrition labels found

on most food product packaging.

SmartLunchTM  is unique  in the  lunch

kit food category because the

products provide enhanced nutritional

benefits that appeal to health-

conscious moms while offering kids a

variety of great-tasting food that they
like. The meals use wholesome foods

such as 60-percent wheat bread, lower
fat milk products and  real fruit treats,

and are enriched with vitamins,

minerals and  nutrients. The

SmartLunchTM portfolio  includes

fajitas,  bagel,  pizza and  mini  deli

lunch  kits,  as well as bagel,  pizza and

mini deli combo meals that offer the

addition of a healthy beverage and

snack.

Visit \tv\rvw.smartlunch.ca to learn  more

about the innovative new
SmartLunchTM  lunch  kit line that

recently won a prestigious 2006 Best

New Product Award.



Rothsay  biodiesel  h

reduce  greenhouse  emissions
BY      AMANDINE      I)ELMAS      ANI)      KEN      MOSHl,      ROTHSAY

From Dec. 6-9,  2005, the

Rothsay Biodiesel team

participated  in the 2005 United  Nations
Climate Change Conference parallel

event entitled A World of Solutions.

Biodiesel  made from recycled restaurant

grease and animal tats was showcased
as a solution to reducing greenhouse

emissions.

A wide range of companies,  including

General  Electric and  Bombardier, was

represented at the conference, which
was designed to inform UN delegates

and the public about existing and

potential solutions to the global
challenge of climate change.

A team composed of Rothsay

employees Guy Lussier,  Ron Wardrop,

Ron Vincent,  Francine Doucet,  Ken

Moshi and Amandine Delmas spoke

about the benefits and advantages of
converting  recycled fats and oils into

biodiesel to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions.

The Rothsay biodiesel  plant was

constructed  in Ville St-Catherine,

Quebec and  is in the commissioning

phase. Once it reaches full  production
capacity in 2006, the use of this

alternate fuel will  result in the net

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

by  122,000 metric tons. This is the

equivalent of taking  16,000 light trucks

or 22,000 cars off the road, according to

data from  Natural  Resources Canada.

The plant  in Ville St-Catherine  is

the first commercial  biodiesel

production facility in Canada.

Biodiesel  is a  renewable source of

energy,  obtained from recycled animal

tats,  recycled cooking oil and vegetable

oil.  Biodiesel can  be used  in any diesel

engine without making any

modifications to the engine.

To read more about Rothsay biodiesel,

visit wwv\/,rothsaybiodiesel.ca.  For more

information about the United Nations

climate Change Conference, go to
http://vvvvw.montreal2005.gc.ca.

United  Way  Campaigns  raise  $485,000
BY      CHERYL      FULLERTON,      CANADA      BREAD      BAKERY      GROUP

Canada Bread employees across
Canada  participated  in  last year's

United Way campaign and  raised

a grand total of $485,000,  including

$179,800 raised  in Ontario.

Campaigns were led  by Glenda

Johnston (Fresh Bakery West),  Rory

Lesperance (Fresh Bakery Ontario),

Doug  Phelan (Fresh  Bakery Quebec),

Bert Moulton (Fresh Bakery Atlantic),

Rob Carse (Olivieri) and  Chris Gadsen

(Frozen Bakery Canada).

All campaigns were extremely successful

but the largest year-over-year increase

goes to Fresh Atlantic with an increase
of 46.9 percent, just ahead of Fresh
West, which showed an increase of 46.6

percent.

Special thanks to the campaign leaders

and their teams for their energy and

dedication. Congratulations to

everyone who made a personal
donation or participated  in a special

fund-raising event -you are making a

real difference in your communities.
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Canada  Bread   ComDanv,   Limited
11,,

BY      DENYSE      CHOWAN,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY      AND

MAluLYN      VAN     VAlucK,      MAPLE      LEAF     FROZEN      BAKERY

Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
Weldon  Peddle,  Operations  Manager,  Fresh  Atlantic,
O'Leary Avenue  Facility,  St.  John's,  Newfoundland

When concerned about the limited success
Fresh Atlantic was having growing the
MCDonald's business, Weldon organized
several functional groups, inviting a
corporate technical resource from
MCDonald's to join his team to gain a better

understanding of the issues. Using Six Sigma methodologies
and tools to develop measurements and fact-based
information, they immediately established action plans for
improvement. Weldon was instrumental in ensuring the

product quality was improved and, at the National
MCDonald's conference, not one product issue was identified.

Outward  Bound  Award  for  Being  Externally  Focused
Dana  MacQueen,  Director  Key Accounts,  Fresh
AtElan'±i©7   B©dff©ifd,   Nova  Scotia

Fresh Atlantic faced one of their single
biggest changes in recent memory in 2005 -

'`      their delivery and production systems were

moving to a straight service week, which was
not something some of our customers were
embracing with open arms. Dana led this

successful change initiative and, with the support of many
departments, met and surpassed our external customers'
needs and concerns.
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Just  Do  lt Award  for  Having a  Bias for Action
Nathalie  Noel,  Planning  Manager,  Fresh  Quebec,
Francis-Hughes Office,  Laval,  Quebec

Nathalie is the reliable "Point Person" for
everything logistics in Quebec. In early 2005,
and with no prior Six Sigma experience,
Nathalie was named Project Champion on a
Green Belt project involving bagels. Nathalie's
ability to analyze and then quickly react led to

her attaining the project goals. She successfully balances her
Bias for Action with ``looking before leaping". In short, she is a
leader who is centered on the Values and always gets the job
done.

Just  Do  lt Award  for  Having a  Bias for Action
Gary Searles,  Director  Regional  Sales  & Accounts,
Fresh  Quebec,  Distribution  Facility,  Ste-Julie,  Quebec

Gary distinguishes himself by his energy,
initiative and his leadership. His regard for
methods and ways of recovering information
and data, both from distributors and
customers, led his team to increased sales and
lower returns. He prepared a new template for

customer Business Reviews that led to a decrease in the time
required to complete the reviews. Gary's passion and
willingness to take action and assume the initiative often
stimulates others to want to improve.



Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
Eric  Laflamme7  Retail  Sales  Counsellor,  Fresh
Queto©@7  Fifancis-Hughes  Office,  Laval,  Quebec

Recently, Eric assumed the responsibility of
several teITitories knowing full well that there
were various concerns regarding customers

rf I    and retail shelf space provided by contract,

and service problems involving some of our
distributors. Eric was able to demonstrate the

impact and added value of doing business with Canada
Bread, which led to four out of five customers entering into
new contract agreements. Eric's Performance Driven
attitude led to growth in his territory of 8.73 percent above
budget in dollars in a tough market.

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Danny  Noel,  Category  Manager,  Fresh  Quebec,
FIfam@i§-fflunghes  Office,  Laval,  Quebec

Tl___

After only 18 months with the organization,
Danny agreed to maintain his category
management responsibilities while assuming
the position of account handier for Loblaws.
He completely modified the AC Nielsen

periodic report and managed the change by
offering to train all users. With the objective of resolving
another complex question, Danny turned to planography.
His work led to a standard working tool that is now used by
the entire CBCL sales force.

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Vincent  Ezoua,  Manufacturing  Manager,  Fresh  West,
160  Sto  Facility,  Edmonton,  Alberta

Very early in Vincent's assignment at the
Edmonton plant, he realized that there were
many different interpretations of
expectations on key performance metrics. His
behaviour and his logical approach to
solutions resulted in a 93.7-percent sanitation

audit, the highest ever for this plant. Vincent ``walked the
talk" on his vision for health and safety when he shut down a
"tray unstacker" with instructions that it was not to be used

again until they could fully evaluate the machine's lost time
and near-miss accidents. All recommendations were
implemented and there have been no accidents on this
machine since.

Just  Do  lt Award for  Having a  Bias for Action
Jeannie  Schmitz,  National  Key Accounts  Manager,
Fresh  Ontario7  Group  Office,  Toronto,  Ontario

Jeannie is the national key customer contact
for Wal-Mart and Sam's Club. She manages
alignment and execution across regions to
store level execution. In order to meet Wal-
Mart's high expectations, Jeannie was the
driving force to change the existing CBCL

organization structure and move towards a National Single
Point of Contact. She has a natural ability to foresee risks
and challenges and acts quickly to ensure minimal impact to
our business.

New  Leaf Award  for Continuously  Improving
Andrea  Mccarthy,  Six  Sigma  Black  Belt,
FIf©sh  ELNa`Ei©nal,  Group  Office,  Toronto,  Ontario

Andrea worked with National Key Accounts,
helping to create a Wal-Mart Retail Users
Share Group to strengthen our relationship
with them and to provide a forum to share
best practices amongst manufacturers.
Andrea also worked with the MLF Strategy

Group providing support in reviewing category and
acquisition/entry opportunities for the organization. Sales
training, feature effectiveness analysis, competitive analysis,
new product launch reviews and category and initiative
reviews are just a few of the other contributions Andrea has
made on the road to Continuously Improve. Andrea takes
things on to rectify, streamline and improve them, and is
truly a leader in the New Leaf category.

New  Leaf  Award  for  Continuously  Improving
Raji  Saad,  Production  Supervisor,  Frozen  Bakery,
Viceroy  Facility,  Concord,  Ontario

Raji was nominated because his co-workers
believe that he embodies the Value of
"Continuous Improvement''. Since his arrival

three years ago, the plants have increased
their profitability, safety, quality, efficiency
and productivity in quantum leaps. In one

instance, he cut the cost of a project by more than half and
he has led or been a member of numerous projects that have
resulted in doubling plant productivity and throughputs by
50 percent. By thinking outside the box, he has developed

plans to save the company over $4 million. He is always
thinking about improving himself, his teammates and the
Company.

Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
EL]©ou  ENagias,  Director  of  Sales  (National  Accounts),

FIf©z©m  Bakery,  Viceroy  Facility7  Concord,  Ontario

Lou's focus on partnering with Sysco and GFS
has led to approximately $3.2 million in sales
increases. He has built a strong relationship
with Sysco and become part of their planning
discussions. He deals in fairness, honesty and

good business sense. His "Performance
Driven" attitude is an inspiration, making him a true leader
who has restored confidence and created a dynamic team.
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Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing  What's  Right
Anthony Scire,  Operations  Manager,  Frozen  Bakery,
Riv©ifm©d@  Facility,  Concord,  Ontario

Anthony supervises 200 employees with ``Do
What's Right" as his credo. Leading by
example, he has been instrumental in moving
forward the Six Sigma vision at the Rivermede
facility. By encouraging transparency among
his team in solving problems, he has helped

raise the morale and given everyone a ``can do" attitude. He
treats everyone with respect and is given that respect in
return.

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Sewchand  Persaud,  Production  Supervisor,  Frozen
BaEL&©Ifv7  CFT©if©nto  Bagel,  Toronto,  Ontario

Sewchand is a shining example of quiet,
respectful achievement. A consummate team

player, he nevertheless has led the operation
to improve all aspects of their performance
from safety to quality. He respectfully
challenges with facts and listens to input from

his colleagues. The end result is always a better decision for
the Company. Leading by example, he recently came to
work, on his day off, to assist in working around
complications caused by an AIB audit. He embodies the
Value of ``Doing What's Right".

Just  Do  lt Award  for  Having a  Bias  for Action
Caroline  Lovell,  HR/Payroll  Officer,  Maple  Leaf
Bak@FTv  UK7  Rotherham,  England

Caroline headed up the Human Resources
effort during the transition from the
Peterborough facility to the expanded facility
in Rotherham, England. Operating from
temporary headquarters on site, she
interviewed hundreds of candidates, moved

through the necessary steps to successfully staff the new
factory and was the "go to" person for all sorts of problems.
A regular visitor to the shop floor, she often works alongside
colleagues to get the job done. She does her job with
empathy in a professional manner. Well done!

MLF  CorDora[e
I

BY      JANET      FLEMING,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Join  us  in  recognizing  the  exemplaiTy Values  performance  of the  2005  MLF
CorpoiTa[e  Anni]al  Awal.d  winners.

Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
David  Aird,  Corporate  Manager,  HR  Systems,
Toronto,  Ontario

Dave began his career with MLF at Canada
Bread in November 1999 where his role grew

quickly with his expertise and commitment to
building our Human Resources Information
System (HRIS) capabilities. He moved to MLF's
Corporate HR department in March 2005 with

his appointment as Corporate Manager, HR Systems.

This award recognizes Dave's overall Values consistency along
with his exceptional achievements in 2005 in his new role,
which included the completion of the critical HRIS
Consolidation Green Belt project. The project resulted in the
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creation of a powerful Corporate Human Resources
Management System that will provide employee authenticity
to many other business applications. Because of his diligence
using rock solid risk management protocols and the team's
high standards for execution, the data conversion was
completed ahead of the ``hard target" deadline, under budget
and without error.

Dave always meets his work commitments and is driven to

produce the anticipated results, while challenging others to do
their best. He always asks others for their ideas and pushback,
and doesn't hesitate to take the initiative and assume
ownership of something that needs to be done.



Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Francisco  Sagredo,  Director of  Finance,
vertical  cO-Ordination7  Toronto7  ontario

In January 2004, Francisco took on the position
of Director of Finance in the Vertical Co-
ordination ovc) group after completing several

years as a MLF Six Sigma Black Belt. This year,
he has moved on to Fresh Foods as the Senior
Director of Finance.

At all times, Francisco is respectful in his approach and he is
clearly approachable and trusted by his peers. He takes the
lead in meetings and is always very respectful of the team's
time. He has a style that is both persistent and professional. He
is known for his absolute focus on the right business answer,
substantiating his reasoning with facts and challenging the
status quo while maintaining respect for his colleagues. He is
consulted frequently at all levels of the Company because he is
thoughtful, unbiased and focused on the right business
answer.

Just  Do  lt Award  for  Having a  Bias for Action
Shannon  Ryan,  Junior Assistant,  Corporate
Engineering,  Toronto7  Ontario

Shannon joined Maple Leaf Foods in 2002 as a
Junior Assistant in Corporate Engineering (CE) .
A Values leader in many areas, it was her work in
2005 that exemplified the Value of Have a Bias
for Action. When her supervisor took sick leave,
Shannon willingly assumed significant

additional responsibilities on top of her own duties. She
stepped up to the plate and demonstrated exceptional
initiative in organizing the work and dealing with day-to-day
urgencies.

Shannon has shown initiative in her own personal
development, taking courses that bring value to the
department by allowing her to set up databases, access
information and be more efficient in executing her
responsibilities. She also takes the lead role in organizing
departmental events, which are major contributors to the
sense of team spirit felt across the department.

Maple   Lea[  Animal   Nu[ri[jon
I

BY      CAROL      ALEXANI)ER,      MAPLE      LEAF      ANIMAL      NUTRITION

Maple  Leaf Animal  Nutl`i[,ion  recently  part,icipaLed  in  its  second year of the
Company's Annual Awarcls  program.  The  following  is  our  list, of employees
who  distinguished  themselves  in  2005!

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing  What's  Right
Lindsay  Bridge,  General  Manager,
©.E.H©Ifbulfm@,   FTvflanitoba

Lindsayjoined Landmark Feeds in 1991 as a
Territory Manager for the Manitoba dairy
team. In 2001, he took on the added
responsibility of becoming General Manager
for the Otterburne, MB mill facility. He has
also led the charge to develop the dairy

business further across Western Canada.

Lindsay possesses exceptional interpersonal skills,
demonstrates a high energy level and keeps his team focused
on Doing What's Right in their quest to become a dominant
dairy team in Western Canada. His judgement and business
acumen are founded in his deep personal integrity. He has
consistently delivered strong results and is the key reason why
Landmark Feeds has a strong dairy market share. His

leadership, strength of character and respect for his colleagues
and customers combine to build confidence in the MIAN
team.

Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
Josee  Robidoux,  Costing  &  Margins  Supervisor,
Brossard,  Quebec

Jos6e has been working for Shur-Gain
Quebec for the last eight years. In addition to
her Costing and Margins Supervisor
responsibilities, she has been a critical
contributor to the Quebec OMPBA Project.
She ensures business needs are met by

understanding and minimizing the impact to both internal
and external customers. She works diligently until acceptable
solutions are found. Josee has a keen awareness of the
business priorities and takes the initiative to follow up and
make sure they are all completed in a timely manner.
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She set aggressive targets and worked many hours to deliver

project results while managing her full-time supervisory
responsibilities. Josee executed flawlessly, kept everyone in
the know and, with tactful transparency, encouraged everyone
to get their part done. Her initiative, commitment to winning
and ability to train, coach and support colleagues make her
the obvious choice for our Everest Award.

New  Leaf Award  for  Continuously  Improving
Arlene  Zehr7  Six  Sigma  Black  Belt7  S1:.  Marys,  Ontario

Arlene started her career with Maple Leaf
Foods in the Poultry sector of the business at
the New Hamburg location. She accepted a

position with Shur-Gain in 1997, assuming
the role of Ontario Information Systems
Manager. The OMPBA Project initiative

provided Arlene with the opportunity to lead a cross-regional
team and be a driver for change management and Continuous
Improvement within the Shur-Gain business.

Arlene's curiosity and thirst for knowledge, coupled with her
familiarity with our business and desire to continuously
improve processes, made her an easy choice for this award!
Her attention to detail helped the team understand the
magnitude and intricacies of the OMPBA project and
consistently allowed them to discover better solutions. She
motivated her colleagues to persevere, to embrace change and
to grow from any hurdles experienced along the path to
success.

Open  Kimono Award  for  Daring to  be Transparent
Dwain  Lowry,  Manager,  Application  Technical  Support,
Cauelpin,©mtario

Dwain began his career with Shur-Gain as a
Territory Sales Manager. After three years in
Sales, he moved into a technical position
with the Regional Nutrition Department and
several months later accepted a Business
Systems Analyst position with Shur-Gain's

head office. As a Business Analyst, Dwain works closely with
research scientists, nutritionists, software engineers and
business managers to develop leading edge animal models
and feed formulation technology. The technology is currently
used internally by Maple Leaf Animal Nutrition (MIAN)
employees and is licensed externally to franchisees and other

partners across Canada and the United States. He also
collaborates closely with GIS to resolve information
technology challenges impacting MLAN.
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Dwain is trusted by colleagues and customers alike and is
recognized as being fact-based. He has the self-confidence to
ask more of himself and his colleagues in such a way that

people want to collaborate with him. His ability and readiness
to share information transparently is paramount to his
relationships as he manages expectations and delivers against
them to advance MIAN's leadership in the marketplace.

Outward  Bound  Award  for  Being  Externally  Focused
Alan  Donkin,  Nutrition  Manager7  Atlantic  Region,
Moncton,  New  Brunswick

Alan Donkin is a veteran Nutritionist in his
28th year of service with Shur-Gain. He has
been the Nutrition Manager since 1994 and
for years has been the patriarch of technical
services and quality for the Atlantic Region.
He has always dedicated long hours to his

work and been focused on supporting our Sales and
Operations teams. Alan has a long history of being a strong
Voice of the Customer within our business. He focused a
tremendous amount of energy into our Aquaculture business,
ensuring our customers received high quality performing
rations and was a critical success factor for why we enjoy the
market share we do within Aquaculture.

Alan advocates passionately for our customers to get them
what they need! He has long been the patriarch of technical
services and quality in Atlantic Canada. Alan's high standards,
dedication to CTQs and willingness to share process
improvements inspired us all to stretch on behalf of our
customers. His commitment to supporting change facilitated
the successful implementation of the nutritional components
of OMPBA and the improvement of product quality across the
region.

Just  Do  lt  Award  for  Having a  Bias  for Action
Brian  O'Drowsky,  Financial  Reporting  Manager,
St.  Marys,  Ontario

Brian has been with Shur-Gain for nine

years. He has maintained a strong,
consistent work ethic and has made solid
contributions to the Shur-Gain regional
Finance teams. Brian's approachability and

i    well-rounded knowledge of the business
makes him a sought after and respected resource within the
Finance group, as well as within other functional areas.

Throughout the year, the OMPBA project also called upon
Brian's expertise. During each phase of the OMPBA project,



Brian demonstrated having a Bias for Action by leading the
CRP from a financial audit perspective. Brian's efforts to
educate others on financial processes were key to the
successful consolidation of all regions.

Brian's sense of urgency to execute on time inspired his
colleagues to meet challenges proactively. He constantly
encouraged his team and the team reciprocated by aligning
resources to the most pressing initiatives to meet business
requirements. Brian's passion, energy and good humour
were infectious for all and invigorated the team to achieve
stretch targets all year.
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BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Close  to  600  Maple  Leaf Consumer  Foocls  staff celebrated  the  exemplary
accomplishments  of their  peers  at the Annual Awards  event on  Feb.  23  at
the  Delta  Meadowvale  HOLel  in  Mississauga,  Ontario.

All  for One  Award

Bartor Road Contingency Team

Customer Service Team

2006 Budget Share Group

Project Spehcer Team

Leaps &  Bounds Award

Calgary Distribution Staff

Hamilton Wiener 9 Inch Centres
Project Team

North Battleford Reduced
Smokehouse Project Team

New  Frontier Award

Project lI(EA Business Case Team

Bruno Trepanier

Louise Brown

The Building Blocks Project Team

Neevee Pierce

The Moncton Oil & Gas Conversion
Team

Red  Carpet Award

MCLF Art Department

Bob Leuzinger

Mary Bianco

Carolyn Hannon

Clare Wagner

David Ballouard

Eleni Othen

Sonia Rumak

Mirana Busjja

Scott Craik

Ruth MCGroarty

MLCF Translation Department

Speed  Dial  Award

Dave Simon

Geoff Rye

Martin Lafreniere

Mark Hietpas

Tom Eason

Darcy Ring

Phil  Hill

Safe  &  Sound  Award

St. Anselme plant

Canning Plant

Maple Leaf Saskatoon Plants

Executive  Sponsored  Award

Richard Rivard
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President's Award  for Overall  Leadership  Excellence

Andy Persaud,  Senior Product Development,
Bartor  Road  facility,  Weston,  Ontario

Andy's spirit, energy and commitment to our
business goals have been critical to the

growth of our Foodservice business over the
last few years. He sets a high bar for his peers
in Research & Development.

Greg Crummer,  Director,  Processed  Meats,
Courtland  Avenue  facility,  Kitchener,  Ontario

Greg is constantly volunteering for new
challenges and eagerly pushes himself and his
team to achieve stretch targets. Without his
leadership, our Marketing Department
merger would not have been quite as
successful.

Janice  Van  Wyk,  Financial  Business  Analyst,
North  Service  Road  facility,  Burlington,  Ontario

Janice's knowledge of our business systems
and processes are critical to every project.
The Values she brings include her strong
commitment to teach, her strong external
focus on customer service and her attention
to detail.

Ken  Laban,  Key Account  Manager,  Fresh  Bakeries
facility,  Edmonton,  Alberta

41
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In 2005, Ken stepped into a significant
leadership role in his region. He
reached out to his team, set challenging
and new metrics for performance and
drove for high performance targets,
ultimately leading to double-digit

growth of both volume and gross profit.
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Lynda  Spieser,  Senior  Manager  Facilities,
Courtland  Avenue  facility,  Kitchener7  Ontario

Lynda embraced the responsibility of

preparing the new Meadowvale facility for
occupancy later this year by working with her
small team to develop and execute their plan
with extraordinary passion and resolve.

Kelly Simpson,  Vice  President,  Manufacturing,
Moncton  facility,  Moncton,  New  Brunswick

Kelly's leadership has had an incredible
impact on the employees of the Moncton
facility.  He has persevered through
extraordinary change and is a role model for
candid and frank communication with staff.

Mike  Correa,  Director,  Six  Sigma  Program,
Courtland  Avenue  facility,  Kitchener,  Ontario

Mike has demonstrated an uncanny ability to

get things done fast without ever
compromising the quality, rigor or discipline
of Six Sigma. His influence and leadership
was meaningful in every aspect of the

planning, communication and execution of
merger projects.

Alison  Hickey,  Director,  Supply Chain  Business
Transformation,  North  Service  Road  facility7
BulflimgE©m7  Ontario

Alison has exemplified a high level of energy
and urgency, taken the initiative, built strong
teams, ensured decisive leadership and
fostered a lean, agile and flexible organization
while successfully influencing the use of Six
Sigma methodologies.



Sharon  Palmer,  Director of  Finance,
Reporting  &  Controls,  Courtland  Avenue  facility,
Kitchener7  Ontario

Sharon consistently drives for performance
and was key in enabling the merger's
financial transition. She led the conversion
of a complex legal entity and accounting
structure at Schneider Foods to fit the new
IOC mandate and structure.

Renee  Durepos,  Human  Resources  Manager,
Eglinton  Avenue facility,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Renee was instrumental in keeping our
major HR processes running in the day-to-
day business during the merger and
ensured that key Leadership Edge initiatives
were delivered with unwavering
commitment and determination.

Maple   Lea[  Fresh   Foods
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BY      BRENI)A      GIBSON,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

Open  Kimono Award for  Daring To  Be Transparent
Kerry oliver,  Director of  Purchasing and  Logistics,
MLFF  Poultry,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Kerry communicates candidly and in a
direct manner.  ``Daring to be Transparent'',
Kerry initiated a meeting with Michael
Mccain following Foundations to discuss
how she could "six sigmatize" her approach
to his weekly notes to the organization and

his Foundations presentations. Keeping with this Value,
Kerry presented her Purchasing strategy and Distribution
diagnostic with the Management Committee. She worked
closely with the sales and marketing group to share the
Purchasing sourcing strategy, helping them in their approach
with customers. Kerry also takes time to address issues with
others. She consistently asks for feedback and strives to
Continuously Improve.

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Sevana  Boyajian,  Finance  Manager,  Planning,  MLFF
Pork,  Oakville,  Ontario

Sevana's integrity, as well as the Company's,
is her most cherished asset. She works with
others to ensure all corporate policies and
accounting regulations are followed. This
shows her unwavering commitment to ideal
business practices. In 2005 Sevana took on

an extra role as Budget Administrator. She made choices on
behalf of Maple Leaf, ensuring the right business decision.
Sevana treats others with respect and is sought after for her
coaching skills and support. Sevana also has a reputation for
never turning away an opportunity to help a co-worker as she
makes herself available to share her knowledge with others.

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Jeff  Keyes,  National  Manager of Quality,  MLFF
Poultry,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Jeff showed dedication in leading a project
revolved around extending shelf life on
PrimeTM Naturally* Chicken. He did not
accept past practices and challenged for
better results using Six Sigma methodology.

I   Jeff knew that the six sigma-based result
would truly be the right business answer. In the words of a
co-worker, ``Jeff s commitment to correcting theses practices,
when it was not popular, is the best example about doing
what is right when it is not popular, continuously reminding

people of our Values and demonstrating personal integrity! "

Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
Shawn  Beauchamp,  Production  Supervisor,  Loin  Line,
MLFF  Pork,  Brandon,  Manitoba

rT=.
Shawn exemplifies the Leadership Edge
Value of being Performance Driven by
showing an intense focus on building his
team to provide quality products for our
Japanese customers. Shawn goes out of his
way to volunteer for charity events,

celebrations for safety and performance achievements. He
acts as a coach and mentor to new supervisors, lead hands
and trainers. Shawn's open communication style provides
direct feedback, both good and bad, to ensure that the focus
remains on the results. His competitive nature pushes him to
challenge others to reach stretch targets despite limited
resources.
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Everest Award  for  Being  Performance  Driven
Graham  Ward,  Director of  Live  Poultry  (National),
MLFF  P©unltffy,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Graham made strong contributions
throughout the organization as an active
member of the Operations and Sales
Planning team. He also helped define the
final stages of the merger with the Schneider
operations. In 2005, Graham used Six Sigma

approaches to develop strategies when faced with the
lingering effects of the B.C. Avian Influenza outbreak. Graham
also helped standardize the reporting and communication
systems coming out of the Live Procurement team by
implementing fact-based tables and control charts, which
helped the team better objectively measure progress and
success going forward.

New  Leaf Award  for Continuously  Improving
Manny  Roque,  Production  Supervisor,  MLFF  Pork,
Burlington,  Ontario

Over the span of 25 years, Manny has
demonstrated his commitment to
continuously learn and improve. Manny
embraces change as the path to future•-~,    opportunity through his leadership role on

the Baby Back Rib project. This project
challenged him to improve his back boning, which resulted in
over $1 million in savings to the Company. Manny
demonstrates his willingness to teach others in many ways by
sharing his knowledge, volunteering and teaching.

New  Leaf Award  for Continuously  Improving
Jaime  Manser,  Senior  Financial  Analyst,  Consumer,
MLFF  Poultry,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Jaime consistently demonstrated a desire to
learn, a willingness to teach and
commitment to try new things. She showed
that she is a catalyst for change by leading a
Green Belt project, which led to an improved
feature assessment process, helping the sales

team to understand product feature success. Jaime also
developed a new improved sales dashboard report and
created a Sales Finance manual with detailed sops. Jaime
makes time for others and can often be seen tutoring sales
colleagues on Excel and the use of tools she has implemented.
In addition, Jaime seeks feedback from her team and other key
stakeholders and is quick to incorporate any suggestions in
order to strive for Continuous Improvement.
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Just  Do  lt Award  for  Having a  Bias  for Action
Ron  Tereck,  Manager of Transportation,  MLFF  Pork,
Winnipeg  (Lagimodiere),  Manitoba

Ron has set and tackled impressive stretch
targets by decreasing costs and improving

\         pro-cesse-s. Hewas drrectlyinvolvea in
amassing nearly $3 million in direct savings
across the Company. He strives to support
and improve Maple Leaf Foods by breaking

down the bureaucratic walls as well as maintaining a high
level of urgency and initiative.  Ron continuously looks for
other ways to improve service and decrease costs, which sets
the standard across Maple Leaf Foods. Last but not least, Ron
has proven his desire to build mutually supportive teams by
working closely with Sales, Optimization and Distribution.

Just  Do  lt Award  for  Having a  Bias for Action
John  Rego,  Production  Supervisor,  MLFF  Poultry,
Brampton,  Ontario

E\
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John demonstrated his ability to build strong
effective teams by proactively avoiding

problems by coaching and teaching others.
John's numerous areas of impact in 2005
included his work on the CFIA pilot project,
his support of functional areas in the plant

such as Master Brand Quality initiatives, and maintenance.
On several occasions, he stepped up and offered coverage,
advice and resources to assist other plants in Ontario and in
our Eastern regions, providing his exceptional knowledge and
experience. John's sense of urgency sets an example for all
employees. He continuously looks for better ways to get this
done and is a fantastic example of leading by action.

Outward  Bound  Award  for  Being  Externally  Focused
Jeff  Haltrecht,  Director of  Innovation,  MLFF  Pork,
OaL«vill©,  Ontario

Jeff is the consumer expert for Pork products.
His efforts led to a complete evaluation of
the competitive set nationally for the Ready-
To-Cook category. The end product was a
booklet that showed product, pricing,
dimensions specifications and retail

distribution for every market in Canada. Jeff made sure our
Fresh Foods and Consumer Foods retail sales forces were
armed with the tools they needed to succeed. Jeff challenges
others to think through consumer-related consequences of
decisions. He involves himself in several programs and

projects that focus on value for our customers. Jeff s overall
efforts helped us gain approximately 100 percent of market
share growth for Maple Leaf's marinated business as well as
approximately 65 percent in category growth.



Outward  Bound  Award for  Being  Externally  Focused
Rick Bennett,  Procurement and  Sales  Manager,
MLFF  Poultry,  New  Hamburg,  Ontarioa Rick is consumer driven by his

understanding of the sensitivity of the
consumer, grower and hatchery. Rick guided
his staff through the process of re-
establishing and reinforcing relationships
with customers and growers by working

closely with Maple Leaf optimization/processing and Maple
Leaf Animal Nutrition. He encourages his staff to understand
and anticipate challenges to give better service. Rick has a
continuing presence beyond Maple Leaf's walls in the Ontario
industry by being involved in a number of industry
organizations, such as the Association of Ontario Chicken
Processors and the Poultry Industry Centre. He understands
our competitors and constantly communicates this
information to key internal stakeholders, helping Maple Leaf
to position itself within the industry.

President's Award  for Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Severin  Habetler,  Manufacturing  Manager,  MLFF  Pork,
EL@.Erful®Ifidg@,   Alberta

1Sev stands up for what he believes. His great

negotiation skills are a role model example of
how to respect others and their opinions. He
demonstrates his commitment to
Continuously Improve through his
acceptance of increased responsibilities.

Sev's external focus is highly visible in his interactions with
our customers and with representatives of Maple Leaf Global
Foods. Sev recognizes the importance of the internal and
external relationships. He understands that fostering and

growing those relationships will instill a confidence in the
facility and its capabilities. Sev has gained respect from these

parties by listening to and understanding their needs, and
arriving at well-respected resolutions.

President's Award  for Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Spir  Marinakis,  Director  of  Quality7  MLFF  Poultry7
Mississauga,  Ontario

During her short time at Maple Leaf, Spir has

gained the respect of the Poultry and Fresh
Foods management team. In 2005, Spir
worked on building the Poultry's Business
Leadership Team control plan, Operations
and Sales Planning team. When presented

with a challenging circumstance, Spir dealt with the issue

quickly, in a transparent and professional manner, and
ensured it was brought to a conclusion. Although she
demonstrates her Leadership Values on a daily basis, this
singular issue demonstrated what our Company's Values are
all about. Spir is commended for her transparency, Bias for
Action, Being Externally Focused and Doing What's Right.

President's Award  for Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Antoinette  Dowd,  Sr.  Director of  Finance,  Planning,
R©re©If.Eimg  &  Compliance,  MLFF  Pork,  Oakville,  Ontario

Antoinette was short staffed for most of 2005
but managed to lead the budget process,
implement Khalix at ML Pork, enhance the
financial reporting and complete the
CEO/CF0 Certification pilot. Her dedication
to her work is matched by the cultural and

social contributions she makes to Maple Leaf through her role
on the Credit Valley Fundraising Committee, as well as
volunteering her time to organize the Annual Sales
Conference. Throughout 2005, Antoinette demonstrated an
unwavering commitment to Continuous Improvement and
high quality work. She has developed a team of Finance

professionals with exceptional skills by applying a sharp eye
for talent and dedication to coaching, which takes patience
and perseverance.

President's Award  for Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Dave Thompson,  Director of Sales,  Loblaws  National,
MLFF  Poultry,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Dave demonstrated leadership on business
issues and opportunities that stretched
beyond his direct accountability in 2005. He
led a cross-functional team and volunteered
to be a lead team member for the Q4 Poultry
Business Leadership Team organizing

committee. As well, Dave played a key active role in the
Canada Sales Merger Project. Shouldering the Director of
Sales responsibility for Loblaws nationally, in addition to his
Sobeys national role for all of Q4, Dave continued to

participate on the Consumer Foods Field Sales Merger
Steering Team. Not only did Dave step up to opportunities
that were presented to him in 2005, but he also demonstrated
tremendous leadership in engaging in numerous significant
initiatives that had meaningful ``over and above" impact on
the business.
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BY      ANDREA      GIBBENS,      MAPLE      LEAF      GLOBAL      FOODS

Maple  Leaf Global  Foods  (MLGF)  launched  its  first Annual Awards  Program
in  2005  ac[Toss  all  of our  offices,  including  Japan,  Ge,[Tmany,  Hong  kong,
Korea,  Mexico,  the  Uni[6d  States  ancl  Canada.  We welTe very pleased with  the
level of part,icipation  and  our  award  recipients  have gone  above  and  be,yond
to  demonstrat,e  excellence  in  the Values!

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Fred  Barrett,  Senior Trader,  MLGF Toronto

Fred has always been highly successful at
negotiating and building positive, effective
relationships. He is often required to present
difficult facts, and does so in a fact-based and
respectful manner, gaining the respect of the

people he works with. Fred is a key
component in the success of our Japanese Pork business.

Fred was responsible for making the case for the Winnipeg

plant to produce a specific product for a customer in Japan.
This was a major operational change for the plant and an
opportunity for us to be responsive to a changing marketplace
in Japan. In all of Fred's relationships, both external and
internal, he has been nothing but a gentleman. He always

presents information in a professional manner, earning him
the confidence and trust of those around him.

Just  Do  it Award  for  Having a  Bias for Action
Gtinter  Hans,  Trading  Manager,  Seafood,
MLGF Germany

Gtinter spends a good portion of his time
coaching and teaching each of the six traders
working for him. It is part of his dedication to
sharing his 30 years of experience and
knowledge with his team. He consistently
encourages teamwork, leading by example

and dealing with problems head-on while continuously

pursuing opportunities to grow the business.
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Gtinter leaves no stone unturned. He goes after every deal that
makes sense and pushes to find a way to get the deal done. He
has managed to establish many invaluable, long-term
relationships with both customers and suppliers. He continues
to demonstrate his genuine passion for this business and it

gets noticed by others.

Golden  Rule  Award  for  Doing What's  Right
Mitsuaki  ls®gai,  Finance,  Maple  Leaf  Foods Japan

Isogai-sam is currently responsible for all
transaction processing within the accounting
department in our Tokyo office. Due to the
office's size, there are limits on the
segregation of duties and, as a result, a high
degree of trust is placed with lsogai-sam. He

has proven his integrity through his daily accounting
operations. His overall desire to ensure that the books
accurately reflect the results of MLF Japan is a testament to this
integrity. Isogai-sam is always respectful and fact-based in e-
mails to all levels of the organization. He treats everyone in a
respectful, fair manner and is approachable and trusted by his

peers and managers.

He always delivers high-quality tasks on time. With limited
accounting resources in our Tokyo office, Isogai-sam has
shown a commitment to completing his work on time. We are
continually impressed by his dedication and desire to Do
what's Right.



TOp Dogs awards young  Canadian  leaders
BY         DIANE      MARTIN,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      Fool)S

Last year,  Maple Leaf Consumer
Foods teamed up with

Kidsworld magazine in search of the top

five elementary students in Canada.

A young lady by the name of Holly

Ringrose, an  11-year-old student at

Tecumseh  Public School  in Chatham,

Ontario,  is one of five students to
receive the Maple Leaf Top Dogs

Leadership Award.

Diane Martin,  Maple Leaf Sales

Representative for the Chatham area,

along with  Eric Bond,  District Sales

Manager, presented the Maple Leaf Top

A young Chatham student received the Maple Leaf
Top Dogs I.eadership Award last year. Shown are:
(I-Ft) Jim Costello, Lambton kent school trLlstee;
Diane lvlartin, ML Sales Rep; roc!piont Holly
Ringroso; Erie Bond, ML District Sales Managei.;
and Glen Barton, school principal.

Dog Student Leadership Award to Holly

during the Lambton  Kent District School

Board trustee meeting held last October.

As part of the award,  Holly received a

plaque showcasing the top students and
a  $1,000 educational  scholarship.  Diane

also arranged to have two newspaper
reporters, two radio stations and one
Internet reporter cover the event.

To read more about Holly's

accomplishments and the Maple Leaf

Top Dogs Student Leadership Award,  log

on to www.kidsworld-online.com.

Canada  Bread  Fresh  recognized  by  United  Way
BY      CHRISTINE      HEIN,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Canada Bread Fresh Ontario
employees once again showed a

Bias for Action when it came to

the 2005 United Way campaign.  In

total, Canada Bread Fresh Ontario

raised over $179,800 during the two-

week campaign held last October. This

effort, led by Rory Lesperance, VP &

GM,  Canada  Bread  Fresh Bakery

Ontario, was accomplished through the

hard work of dedicated volunteers and
awareness campaigns throughout the

province.

The United Way of Greater Toronto
held an Appreciation Night in January

to thank the volunteers who helped
make the campaign a success. This year,

the Canada Bread Fresh Corporate

campaign, which ran out of the Group
office in Etobicoke, Ontario, won the

United Way Spirit Award for the Best

Ellen Maclomson (l®ft), Sr. VP Operations of Bell
Canada, pr®s®nts the Spirit Award to ftory
Lesperanco, VP & GM, Canada Broad Fresh
Ontario, and united Way Employ®® Campa]9n
Chairman, and Chi'istine Hein, Field Sales
Coordinator, Onta.io Fresh, and united Way
Campaign Coordinator

Corporate Campaign (under 250

employees).

In addition to contributing through a

payroll deduction program, numerous
events were held during the two-week
campaign to raise awareness for the

United Way and their impact in the

community. The campaign kicked off

with a Canada  Bread  Idol singing

competition, followed by the Tea Ladies

and a Soup Kitchen. An additional

element was added this year called
''Days of Caring"  in which employees

volunteered for a half day in the

community to learn how their

donations were directly impacting the

lives of others.

We had 21  volunteers who participated

in six different projects,  ranging from

helping at senior drop-in centres to

assisting patients recovering from a

stroke or Alzheimer's disease. This was a

truly rewarding experience. Thanks to

all who volunteered and generously

contributed to the Ontario campaign.
Without you, there would be no way!
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Canada  Bread  Company,  Limited  -Long Service
Head  Off ice
25 years

Mark Binko,
Manager, Supply
Chain Accounting,
CBCL Head Office

Fresh  Atlantic
25 years

Murray Howje,                    Sharon Goodfellow,
Maintenance person,      Bakery oiitlet
Halifax production            Supervisor,
facilify, Halilax, NS            Fredericton, NB

'`-
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Robert Desrochers,
Shipper, Symonds
Depot, Bed ford, NS

Jos Dubs, Retail                 Benjamin p.
Sales ForceTerritory       Feltham, Sales
Manager, Grand                 Driver, Corner Brook,
Falls, NB                                  NF

4©  y@alf§

Harry Borden, Motor
Proofer Oven
Operatoi, Halifax
Production facility,
Halilax, NS

Fresh  Ontario -   25 years

Ralpl` Masterson,             John Kuliar, Mixer,           Stefanija Juraic,                Co Nghiep Luong,            Conroy Anderson,            Mark Milne, Divider,        Normand Lazuie,
Shipper, Bellevllle           Rakely                                 Wrapper operator,          Wrapper operator,          Wrapper operator,          North Bay  plant              Iulechanic, North Bay
Depot                                                                                    Rakley                                  Rakley                                  Rakloy                                                                                  plant

Fresh  Quebec -
25  Years

Richard Jacques,                      Sack vongsavath,                    Yves AIlard,
Counsellor, Retail sales,       Leadhand, Sweet goods,       Dough attendant,
Drummondville, QC                  Beauport plant, QC                  Viau plant, QC

Not Pictured
Sandra Pratt,
Senior Clerk,
Laval, OC

35 Years

Ronald Delisle,
Director, Sales Analysis,
Quebec
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Ftoger Dumont,
Dagger Atteridant,
Levis plant, OC

30 Years

Armande Fournier,
Th.ift Store Clerk,
Sl`erbrooke, QC

Denis L'Heureux,
Shipper/Fteceiver,
Cap.de.la-Madeleine, OC

Jean-Guy Morin,
Panning unit Operator,
St-C6me plant, QC

Raymond Moieau,
Special Delivery Driver,
Laval, OC

John Shannon,
Bagger Attendant,
Levis plant, QC

45 Years

Pieirette Fontaine,
Shipping Agent,
Jean-Marchand, QC



Fresh  West -25 years

Roger Antoniazzi,            Edward chick,                    Mark Khan,
Key Account Manager,   Production Supervisor,  Machine Operator,
Langley Regional              Langley Bypass plant     Langley plant
Office

Agnos Wong,
plant Assistant,
Langley Plant

30 years

Clarke Anderson,
Receiver,
Langley Street Plant

Kenneth Clark,
T.ansport Diivor,
Victoria Depot

lan Lew, Checker,
Langley plant

I  =rT _ _,
Tai Lam'
Vacation Relief,
Langley Plant-

a-i

John Macleod,
Foreman,
Richmond Depot

Gerald Sieben,
Group 3-Shipping,
Edmonton Street
Plant

Peter Au, Group 3            Vinay Kohli, Group 4-     Alberto Romegioli,          Chi Young wong,
Shipping, Edmonton       Sanitation, Edmonton    Chief Engineer,                  Dough Mixer,
Street plant                       Street plant                       Langley Bypass plant     Langley plant

Not PictLlred

Ernie Hendy,
Machine Operator,
Langley Bypass Plant

Dan Keay, Semi,
Langley Bypass Plant

Wayne Miller, Semi,
Langley Bypass Plant

Not Pictured

Colin Benzies,
CheckerAvrapper,
Langley Bypass Plant

David MCKay, Group 1
Leadhand-Shipping,
Edmonton Street Plant

Karen Morrison,
Foreperson,
Langley Bypass plant

Darren Orban, Semi,
Langley Bypass Plant

Edward Wakely,
Foreperson,
Langley Bypass plant

Gwen Wong,
Pla nt Assista nt,
Langley Street plant

35 years

Ching Chung Chow,
Dougli   Mixer,
Langley plant

Joseph Fong,
Divider/Moulder
Operator,
Langley Plant

Mike Vandekraats,
CheckerAvrapper,
Lahgley Bypass Plant

_-I

Wayne Kataryncht]k,
Group 1  Relief-
Production,
Edmonton Plant

Melvin Wong,
Machine Operator,
Langloy Street Plant

Paul Yong,
Machine Operator,
Langley Street Plant

Calvin Kwan,
Plant Assistant,
Langley Plant

Not Pictured

Pok Chu'
PlantAssistant,
Langley Plant

Maple  Leaf
Fresh  Foods
(Poultry)
Long  Service
Awards

30 Years

fvlahendra (Flick) Shankar,
Production,
Edmonton, Alberta

Saras Singh,
Production,
Edmonton, Alberta
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Get[intl  [o  know  Marvanne\JJ
MLF  VP   strives   for  work-home  balance
BY      CHERYL      LONG,       EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Maryanne Chantler, shown with husband Andy Langer and Son Peter, strlves to malntaln a healthy balance between work and home llfe.

Maryanne Chantler was working
as a consultant for Ernst &

Young Management

Consultants in Toronto when she

realized how much she missed being
''part of the action''.

That realization brought her to Maple

Leaf Foods as Director of Purchasing for

Maple Leaf Meats in  November  1996.

Armed with extensive business

experience gained during her years with
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U.S-based  Procter & Gamble and,  later,

Ernst & Young, not to mention an

economics degree from London's

University of Western Ontario and an

MBA from  MCMaster University in

Hamilton, Maryanne quickly adapted to

her new role.

In late 1999, she transferred to

Corporate as Assistant to the President
for Michael  Mccain. Two years later, she

returned to Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

as VP,  Six Sigma.  No stranger to change,

Maryanne took on the challenge that

came with the Schneider Foods

acquisition, establishing the Merger

Program Office as VP Merger in 2003.

Last year, she returned to Corporate
and assumed her current role on the
Executive Council as VP Purchasing and

Supply Chain for Maple Leaf Foods.

Her team-building skills,  a  high  level  of



integrity and a strong work ethic are a

few of the qualities that have helped
Maryanne achieve her goals. She'll  be

calling on those strengths, along with

the support of her team, to tackle the
future changes faced by Purchasing.

This year, the department plans to
implement a new shared service

structure, which will develop

competence in strategic sourcing and

supply management. They also aim to

execute standardized processes and

systems across the Company's IOCs to

support world-class purchasing.

Transitioning to a shared service,

building the teams' skill sets and

understanding global markets for

improved sourcing are among the

department's future objectives.

Though her role is a demanding one,

Maryanne tries to maintain a healthy

balance between work and leisure time.

''1  love sports.  I  am an  avid  downhill

skier although  I typically only ski when

we go on vacation,'' she said.  ''1  love to

play tennis and try to play about four
hours per week.  I  play tennis in a

competitive ladies league and a house

league.„

As a former figure skater, Maryanne is

passionate about the sport and has
been  involved  in  both judging and

coaching.  ''1 would  love to find some

way to get involved again in the sport

of figure skating," she said.  ''l'm  not

sure  how yet, but l'm going to Calgary

to watch the World Figure Skating

Championships in  March and  1'11  be

thinking about a role I can  play."

Her next challenge is golf -a sport

enjoyed by her husband, Andy Langer,

an  investment banker,  and their  16-

year-old son  Peter.

''Everyone in my family is an avid golfer

except for me, so each year I try to

become more engaged but my game is
terrible!" she explained.  ''1 want to take

my golf game more seriously so I can

spend more time with Andy and Peter. I

am  hoping that if I can  improve my

score,  I will enjoy the game more."

Spending time with family and friends,

trying new restaurants, watching
Broadway plays,  reading and doing
''Sudoku"  puzzles (a Japanese-inspired

numerical  puzzle) are among

Maryanne's favourite pastimes.

Her family also spends time at their

cottage in the Haliburton area and,

because they enjoy skiing, vacation

places such  as Whistler and  Fernie,  B.C.,
and  Mt. Tremblant in Quebec are high

on the  list.

''For warm weather,I  really enjoy

Saddlebrook (Resort)  in Tampa,  Florida.

They have a fabulous tennis camp."

Name:  Maryanne Chantler

Title: VP Purchasing and Supply Chain,  Maple Leaf Foods

Place of Residence:  Mississauga (Rattray Marsh), Ontario

Background: I was born in Ancaster, Ontario but only lived there for about

three months.  Just after I was born, my Dad was transferred to Ottawa. We
lived there for a few years and we were then transferred to Toronto, Montreal
and then back to Toronto.

Favourite movie: I don't really have one.  I enjoy comedies and dramas (chick

flicks!), although once I watch a  movie I seem to forget it quite quickly.  I  hate to

admit it,  but I often fall asleep in  movies!

Favourite book: I don't have a favourite book but I have several favourite

authors including John Grisham,  Michael Crighton,  Mary Higgins Clark,

Lawrence Saunders and Sidney Sheldon.

Favourite musical group:  I  love almost all types of music and  lots of artists

(except for some rap that Peter listens to!)  A few favorites include the Rolling
Stones,  Depeche Mode,  Elton John,  Black Eyed Peas,  Chris Botti -a real  mix!

Favourite childhood memory: My family was always very busy in the city but

also very close so we tried to get away together on family vacations whenever

possible.  Every winter,  my parents and my sister and  I would go away on ski
vacations and we went to the cottage in the summer. At the cottage, we would
also spend time with my grandparents, and my sister and I would spend a  lot of

time water-skiing and surf boarding.

Favourite Maple Leaf product: There are many but Maple Leaf Maple Bacon is

my favorite.  I also love barbecuing the Maple Leaf Smoked Sausages (mild and

hot) in the summer with a cold beer!

If you could choose one new place to visit/vacation, where would it be?
I would  love to visit Australia and ski  in  New Zealand.
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Celebrating  health  and
safety  in  Quebec
By     FRANeols     ROBERT,

CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

The seventh annual Quebec Joint Occupational Health and
Safety Conference was held on Nov. 8, 2005. These meetings
are designed for all members to increase their awareness of
strategic orientations in health and safety, to exchange good

practices and, above all, to review their excellent efforts of the
Past year.

There was outstanding participation from the 13 Quebec
Health and Safety Committees with 90 members in attendance,
including Michel Savard, Vice-President -Operations, Canada
Bread Fresh Bakery Quebec; lan H. Macpherson, Vice-
President - Human Resources, Canada Bread Fresh Bakery;
and Jean-Pierre Roy, Senior Director -Human Resources,
Canada Bread Fresh Bakery Quebec. Participants shared their

Shown are members of the Beauport plant, one of the winners of the 2004
Performance Cup awarded during the seventh annual Qiiebec Joint
Occupational Health and Safety Conference.

experiences with colleagues during the workshops and
attended a lecture on how to become a change agent in health
and safety.

Several locations received the 2004 Performance Cup for
having achieved one year with no lost-time injuries. Thanks to
everyone for their contributions and see you next year!

Consumer
Foods employee
receives
prestigious
safety award
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER

FOODS

Recognized as a passionate food safety

professional instrumental in leading the
Ontario Food Protection Association
(OFPA) to significantly increase its
corporate membership, Larry Mendes,
Product Assurance Manager for Maple
Leaf Consumer Foods, is the most recent
recipient of the organization's Honorary
Life Membership award. Larry received
his award at the 2005 bi-annual OFPA
meeting held in late November at the
Mississauga Convention Centre in
Mississauga, Ontario.

Larry's strong belief in the value of food

quality and safety is demonstrated
though his work with various industry,
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Larry Mendes proudly dlsplays Ills award from the
Ontario Food Protection Association.

food safety organizations and

government agencies to improve the
sanitary design of food manufacturing

programs and equipment. When he
accepted his award from OFPA President
Malcolm MCDonald, Larry was
introduced as ``a dedicated professional
with a wealth of knowledge in the area of
sanitation, gained from extensive
experience".

Larry has been a member of the

professional association since 1991.

OFPA provides its members with a forum
to exchange up-to-date information
about ongoing issues in food quality and
safety. The association supports
members of the food and beverage
industry, food laboratories, suppliers,
regulatory agencies, independent
consultants and other food safety

professionals.
"OFPA has always been a very special

organization to me in many ways," Larry
explained. ``It has given me the
opportunity to gain valuable knowledge
about cutting-edge technologies and
solutions to current issues that challenge
the food industry.  It is important to me
that Maple Leaf Consumer Foods is
viewed as a food safety leader.''

Larry has received several honours over
the years. His outstanding commitment
to food safety has earned him the
Sanitarian of the Year Award and the
Award of Merit from OFPA, as well as
several prominent awards from the
International Association for Food
Protection (IAFP).

Congratulations on your impressive
accomplishment Larry!



Success  in
sa n i tat i o n I
BY      ELIZABETH      SANTOS,

MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

Once again, Maple Leaf Fresh Foods has
shown its commitment to food safety by
maintaining the cleanest possible

plants, resulting in two plants winning
awards for being Performance Driven
and for showing Continuous
Improvement. In 2005, the Brampton,
Ontario team achieved the highest
sanitation score of all Poultry plants,
improving on the previous year's top
score by a full 13 percent. Edmonton,
Alberta's commitment and hard work

Celebrating their Sanitation Award are: (back row,
I-R) Jimmy Bancolita, Leonard Padilla, Julius
Caluttung, Diep Le, Reynaldo Singian, Farid Avdal,
Francisco Camino, Ftolando Garma, Fteynaldo Jimili
Jr., Rowland Padilla, MiglJelito Estacio, (front row,
I-Ft) Dutch Trowsdale (Supervisor), Dagoberta
Estrada, Henrico Monera, Xilan La, Richard
Tuscano and Restituto Castenada. Missing from
the photo are Arnold Ftanon and Hardeep Virk.

resulted in the best year-over-year
improvement with an impressive
improvement score of 49 percent!

It takes a concentrated effort by both the

sanitation team and the sanitation
support group to achieve the cleanest

possible plants.  It is a tremendous effort
with tight timelines, stringent standards
and unexpected issues. This is a daily
norm, yet every day they deliver first-
rate, clean sanitized plants, ready to

prepare and process the food we serve
our families.

Preparing food in a clean sanitary
environment is something most of us
take for granted. The next time you're in
one of our plants, take a look around
and consider the sheer amount of skill
and effort that goes into cleaning the
entire facility from top to bottom every
single day.

Consumers

prefer the
goodness  of

grains
BY      EMILY      LIANG,      MAPLE

LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Did you know that seven out of
10 consumers make their

buying decisions based on a label

bearing a health claim?*

That's where Wholesome Harvest

comes in.  Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery

launched the Wholesome Harvest

line across the United States in June

2004 and has now rolled out the

program in Canada. The Wholesome
Harvest program consists of 17 varieties

that help move the consumer through
the four phases of wheat evolution -
from white to wheat to multigrain to

whole wheat.

The consumer is able to spot the value of

whole grain in our products through the

use of Whole Grain Council Stamps on

our packaging. Wholesome Harvest is one

of the first brands to use the Whole
Grains Stamp in the in-store bakery. The

stamps indicate whether the bread is a

good, excellent or 100-percent excellent
Source of whole grains, with each

endorsement trading the consumer up

the whole grains ladder.  Labels can also

range from 0g Trans Fat and Low in

Saturated Fat to Good Source of Fibre,

depending on the product. These stamps

are similar to the Canadian  Health

CheckTM   endorsement.

The success of the Wholesome Harvest

line has been phenomenal. Our customers

have been very responsive to the brand.

Overall, case sales in 2005 were estimated

at 175 percent over budget.

Stay tuned for more product varieties as

we grow the Wholesome Harvest line in

2006.  It could  be coming to an  in-store

bakery near you!

*What's in Store, 2004.



Creating  positive  energy  in  your work  life  means

aooepting  the  responsibility  of  leading  yourself

Positive energy starts
with an attitude and
attitudes are a matter
of choice,  not chance.
Do you  see  challenges
or opportunities  in

your work?

Try this assessment: Challenges

can best be described as

negative or positive stressful tasks or

responsibilities -things you would

rather not have to do and/or situations
that make you anxious or nervous

about how you'Il be perceived by your

subordinates,  peers or boss if you fail.

Positive challenges can best be

described as things that you want to do
better or more often and/or situations
that you look for\/\/ard to, leading to

any anxiousness or nervousness you

consider exciting.  I am going to address

this subject over a series of writings so

you may explore and learn more about
how to create "positive" energy in and

around your work life.

If you are interested, start by trying this

exercise:  List all the tasks that you  have

to do in and around your day or over an

entire week.  Be very specific. For

example, which e-mails to send,  making

calls to whom, creating reports,

attending meetings and other
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activities. Take a sheet of paper and

create three columns. Column one lists

the tasks and activities. Column two is

headed by the word Positive and

column three lists Negative challenge(s).

Now complete the exercise by thinking

about the task or activity and deciding

whether it generates positive or
negative thoughts or feelings. Consider

the people involved, your

relationship(s), and the degree of

confidence and motivation that you
have for this task or activity.

Under the challenges columns, simply

put a check in one or the other and
then add them up (e.g.10 negative

challenges,12  positive challenges).

Now think again.  Begin by reflecting

about how the negative challenges can

be managed or changed into positive

opportunities (e.g. the chances to learn

more, to get involved in something

new, do something better than before,

get to know someone better or
contribute to something as part of a

group or team).

By the way, this assessment and

approach to creating Positive  Energy in

your work life applies whether you are
an analyst or executive.

Once you realize what your attitudinal

disposition is, you then have the power

to change it. Along with the power
comes responsibility. Accepting your job

and the work that comes with it

provides you with the opportunity to

gain experience and create positive
energy around your work by dealing

with it, but not overreacting or
obsessing about it.



2006 starts off with  a bang

at  CBCL  Fresh
BY      ANGELA      BLACKWELL,      CANAI)A      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

The Marketing and Sales teams

at Canada Bread Fresh have

had a very busy start to the year,
focusing on both the consumer and our

customers. With several customer-

specific initiatives spanning Western

Canada and Ontario, and a National

Consumer Promotion, the teams have
been energetically demonstrating their

drive to be Externally Focused.

For the QI  Health  & Well-Being

Consumer Promotion, we continued to
build on the Dempster's Nourish

yourself TM positioning  launched  last
fall.  Everyone is different and the

things that people do to nourish

themselves are unique to each

individual.  In  recognition of this

individuality, the 5 Steps to Nourish

Yourself promotion was launched on

Jan.  9  in  English Canada,  offering

consumers a chance to win a  life

makeover with a  life coach.  Entering

online at \/vww.dempsters.ca,

consumers were also asked to provide

an example of what they do to nourish
themselves. At the end of the

promotion, the tips entered by
consumers will  be used to compile a  "5

Steps to Nourish Yourself'' guide.

most energetic

and externally

focused Key

Account

Managers

located  in our

Langley,  B.C.

office,  Dean Mcveigh,  Key Account

I          Manager Fresh west -Overwaitea, had

The Ontario Marketing & Sales teams

added some real size to the Dempster's

Nourish yourself TM  program.  In  select

partner retailers in Ontario, consumers
had the opportunity to enter to win

$5,000 worth of groceries. Over the
five weeks of the promotion,
consumers could win one of 20 weekly

prizes of $50 gift certificates. Check out
the example of some of CBCL's best-in-

class field sales execution, showcasing

our top-selling  Dempster's Stays Fresh

white bread and Dempster's 100%

Whole Wheat bread.

ln Western Canada,

the Sales and

Marketing teams

have been on fire.

Our Key Account

Manager for Sobeys,

Nell Jubb,  secured

some innovative and value-added

support at Sobeys.  Beginning Jan.  14,

Sobeys West started featuring their
own Canadian Maple Sandwich made

with the new Dempster's WholeGrains

Ancient Grains bread,  sold  in their delis

as a Fresh to go menu item. Neil and
his team further supported the
sandwich  launch with cross-purchase

coupons, on-pack coupons and demos

at 128 Sobeys West stores. One of our

a fantastic opportunity to present to
the Overwaitea Bakery Managers at

their annual  meeting on Jan.10.  He

was so driven to outshine the other
vendors at the meeting (including

Weston`s) that he called a full task force

together to help build a meeting they
would  never forget.  Dean, Vicki van As

(Marketing Manager Fresh West) and
Angela  Blackwell  (Marketing  Manager

Fresh -Health  & Well-Being) developed

an innovative and fun way to

communicate the benefits of whole

grains. The Brain Grain Game was born.
Think Jeopardy, Who Wants to Be a

Millionaire and Whole  Grains  101,  all

rolled into one. Complete with a game

show host and hostess, contestant

podiums, anticipatory music,  lights and
sound effects, the Overwaitea Bakery
Managers were quizzed to the point of

hilarity.   Everyone had a  lot of fun and

Overwaitea certainly seemed to

appreciate our efforts.
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Test your  pork
Use this quiz to test your pork smarts. Find the correct answers below
and learn more about the virtues of pork tenderloin in the
accompanying article,   'Lean and Mean Meat Machine'.

/Jf    #uNEAUL"    S

1.    Which of the following  is the leanest cut of

pork? (Choose one answer)

A.   Maple  Leaf Medallion®
Naturally Pork Tenderloin

8.    Maple  Leaf Medallion®
Naturally Bone-ln Pork Loin Chops -Centre-Cut

C.    Maple  Leaf Medallion®
Naturally Boneless Pork  Loin  Roast

D.   Maple  Leaf Medallion®
Naturally Pork Back Ribs

2.    Pork should  be cooked to an  internal

temperature of: (Choose one answer)

A.    |2o° -|3o°  F (49o _ 54o  c)

8.135°-|4o°F(57o_6ooc)

C.    |40° -|45°  F (6oo _ 63o  c)

D.    155° -|60°  F  (68° _ 7|o  c)

3.    When cooking with  leaner cuts of meat,  it's

important to use speedy cooking methods such

as:  (Choose all  that apply)

A.   Grilling  or BBQ'ing  over high  heat

8.   Sear-roasting

C.    Stir-frying

D.   Saut6ing

4. When buying  leaner cuts of meat, the term
'loin'  in the  name (e.g.  tenderloin) 1:ells me that

I'm  making a  healthy choice:  (Choose one

an5werJ

A. True                                B.   False

Correct Answers:

1)    Maple  Leaf Medallion® Naturally Pork

Tenderloin

2)    155°-|60°F(68°-7|oc)

3)    All are correct

4)   True
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Lean  and  mean  meat  machine!

lf you're a  health conscious person

whose appetite will only be satisfied

with meat, take a look at pork
tenderloin. Pork is not only an

excellent source of protein, but it

also contains many essential

nutrients such as iron, several  8

vitamins,  zinc and  riboflavin.

When choosing leaner cuts of meat,

look for the word  ''Ioin", as in

tenderloin,  loin chops and  loin  roast.

Loin cuts are leaner.  In the healthy

eating department, pork tenderloin
is a powerhouse!  lt's one of the

leanest meats available and, because

of its low fat content, a little bit

goes a  long way in satisfying big and
small appetites.

The table below  shows just how
''skinny"  pork tenderloin truly is

when compared to other cuts of

pork or a skinless chicken breast.

Pork tenderloin  is a fast and easy

weeknight meal solution.

Tenderloins weigh anywhere from

1/2  (250 g) to a  little over  1  lb.

(500 g).   A small one will serve two

people and a  large one will satisfy a
family of four.

Whole tenderloins can be rubbed

with herbs and seasonings,

marinated or glazed. They can be

roasted or grilled. Tenderloins can

also be cut into strips for stir-fries or

sliced and  pounded  into medallions

for scaloppini. Versatile? You  bet!

Just remember that,  like any other
lean meat,  over-cooking pork will

produce a dry result. Choose speedy
cooking techniques to keep the

meat juicy and tender,  like grilling,

PrimeTM  Naturally*  Boneless,

Skinless Chicken  Breast

Maple Leaf Medallion®

Naturally Pork Tenderloin

Maple  Leaf Medallion®

Naturally Bone-ln  Pork  Loin

Chops - Centre-Cut

Maple  Leaf  Medai|`ion6       --I--

Naturally Boneless Pork Loin Roast

Maple  Leaf Medallion®

Naturally Pork  Back Ribs

2 g (per  150 g serving)

2,69

3.89

6.69

129

Source: www.mapleleaf.ca, accessed January 2006

* Canada's leading  brand of chicken



sauteing or the sear-roasting method
described  in the recipe below.

No matter which method of cooking you

use, start checking for doneness before

you think the meat is cooked through.  If

Chef  Penna's  Apple

and  Apricot  Stuffed

Pork Tenderloin  with

Teriyaki  Glaze

(Serves 4)
Round off this dish with steamed

asparagus and red-skinned potatoes,

cooked  in their jackets and sprinkled

with chopped chives.

•     1/4cupcouscous

•     1/3cup boilingwater

•     1tbsp.oliveoil

•     2 cloves garlic,  finely minced

•     2tbsp. dried apricots, finelydiced

•     2tbsp. apple, finelydiced

•    2tsp. fresh chopped sage                  t

(or 1/8 tsp. dry)                                     r

-

...:`,.

unsure,  use a thermometer as cutting
into meat causes good juices to run out.

Pork tenderloin is done when it reaches

an  internal temperature of 155 -160° F

(68° -7|° C).

•     Pinchsalt

•     Freshly ground pepper

•     1  tbsp.canolaoil

•     1500-g/1lb.   Maple  Leaf Medallion®

NaturallyTM Pork Tenderloin

•     1  tbsp. teriyaki sauce or marinade

Preheat oven to 400° F (2o5° C) (or

preheat grill).

Place couscous and water in small  bowl,

cover with plastic wrap and set aside

until water is absorbed (about 5-10

minutes).  In the meantime,  heat olive

oil  in small frying  pan and saute garlic

for  1-2 minutes. Add garlic mixture,

apricots, apple, sage, salt and pepper to

couscous.  Fluff with a fork to blend.

So, next time you have a hankering for

meat, think pork tenderloin!  Chef Penna

shows us how to get a healthy
weeknight dinner ready in a hurry!

Using a sharp knife, create a tunnel

lengthwise down the center of the
thickest part of the tenderloin. Stuff the

tenderloin with the couscous mixture.

Tuck the small tail end of the tenderloin

under the thicker part and secure with

butcher string.   Baste all over with half

of the teriyaki sauce.

Heat heavy frying pan (preferably cast

iron) with canola oil over medium-high

heat. Sear tenderloin on all sides until

nicely brown.  Baste with  remaining

teriyaki sauce and roast in the oven

until  no longer pink inside (about

20 -25 minutes). Do not overcook.

Remove tenderloin from the oven and
let rest, tented loosely with foil, for

about 10 minutes.   Slice and serve.

Per serving:

Calories    Protein       Fat(SatFat)        Carb            Fibre           Sodium          Chol
273               29.39           10.1  g(1.8g)       15.0g           1.19             396mg            61  mg

.+



Plant Manager Mike Larsen (left) presents Elvin
with a $100 gift certificate to a local restaLlrant in
recognition of his milestone.

Larsen  employee
makes  history!
BY      WENDY      HUI)GINS,      MAPLE

LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

On Feb.17, Elvin Brydon became the
longest-serving employee at Larsen
Packers Limited (MLCF) with 42 years,
eight months and one day of continuous
service. Elvin surpassed Gilbert Harris
who previously held the record with 42

years and eight months of continuous
service when he retired on May 3, 2002.

Elvin started with Larsen Packers Ltd. on
June 15,1963 and has worked his entire
tenure in Pork Cut. In addition, he has
worked the last 23 years without any lost
time due to illness or injury. On Feb. 21,
Elvin was recognized for his tremendous
achievement with a cake to celebrate the
event in the company of his peers. Elvin
is looking forward to his continued
employment with the Company.

On Page 20 of the Winter 05/06 issue,
the byline should have read: By Scott
Dick, Elite Swine Inc.

On Page 26 of the Winter 05/06 issue,
final festivities for the Elite Swine
Customer Appreciation awards were
held by Eastman Region.
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Saying farewell  to  Bill  MCLean
BY      NICOLE      CYNTHIA      LANE      AND

MAPLE      LEAF     FRESH      FOODS

Maple Leaf Fresh Foods hosted a
retirement party on Feb. 2 for Bill
MCLean at the Hilton Suites located
near the Winnipeg, Manitoba airport.

Friends, family and colleagues attended
the cocktail-style party complete with
slide show. Michael Mccain, President
& CEO; Randy Powell, President, Maple
Leaf Fresh Foods and Mike Rowe,
Senior VP, Sales Industrial,
International & Intercompany all gave
moving speeches about Bill and his
dedication to his work and commitment
to his family.

Bill, a veteran with both Maple Leaf
Foods and Schneider Foods since 1965,
decided to retire after 40 years in the
meat industry. He began his career in
1965 with Canada Packers St. Boniface,
Winnipeg as a labourer and butcher on
the hog kill and cut, and then left in
1968 to attend the University of
Manitoba. After spending some time at
Swift Canadian, Bill joined Schneider
Foods in Kitchener, Ontario in 1979 as
Pork Commodity Manager. In 1983, Bill

MICHAEL      ROWE,

was promoted to General Manager of
the Marion Street plant in Winnipeg.

In 1986, Bill returned to Kitchener as a
Group Product Manager. In 1988, Bill
was appointed General Manager of Pork
Operations for all of Schneider Foods
and, two years later, became General
Manager of western Pork Operations in
Winnipeg. As part of the Schneider
acquisition, he joined Maple Leaf Foods
in 2001 as Vice President, Sales.

Bill is highly respected in the industry
and by his colleagues. He has brought a
considerable breadth of operational,
marketing and international experience
to Maple Leaf. He is also an
approachable and down-to-earth leader
and his leadership style models our
Values.

We thank Bill for his long service with
Maple Leaf Foods and to the Canadian
meat industry. We wish Bill health,
happiness and best of luck in his future
endeavours.

Bill IvlcLean (back row, centre) enjoyed a special farewell retirement party on Fob. 2.



Sandra Yorston (centre), Lab Administrator, shares her
celebration with Jerry Vergeer (left), President, Maple Leaf
Animal Nutrition (MLAN) and Scott Mccain, President a
COO, MLF Agribusiness Group.

Marking a
40-year milestone
BY      CAROL      ALEXANDER,      MAPLE

LEAF     ANIMAL      NUTRITloN

Sandra Yorston started in Quality Assurance at
Canada Packers more than 40 years ago on Oct.
25, 1965. She eventually moved to the Research
Group which, at that time, was located at St.
Clair Avenue West in Toronto beside the old
beef processing plant.

Sandy was a stickler for consistent lab

procedures and she expected the same from
everyone else. Today, we would call this good
SOP compliance. During her 40 years, Sandy
has ensured that our ruminant databases are
the most consistent and reliable in the world.
Her dedication and discipline are instrumental
to the success of our dairy technology,
Workbench and research lab.

Over the past 40 years, Sandy has proven
herself as a highly professional member of the
research team and also a generous friend. We
thank Sandy for her outstanding commitment
and contributions to Maple Leaf Foods.

Four decades
of dedicated
service
BY     TANIA      B0JOvsl(I,

MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

Shown are (I-R) Ftoland Rampersad
(Production Supervisor), Joe Pimentel
(Production Manager), Andy Gerow and Mike
Foster (I)irector of Operations).

After nearly four decades with
Maple Leaf Foods, Andy Gerow is
retiring from his position as
Production Supervisor for the Maple
Leaf Fresh Foods Poultry plant in
Toronto. Andy has held numerous
roles throughout the facility,
ranging from lead hand in the
Evisceration department to
Purchasing to his most recent and

lasting role as Production
Supervisor. There isn't one machine
that Andy cannot operate, one job
task that Andy hasn't mastered or
one individual that Andy does not
know. The immense amount of
respect Andy has earned, as well as
the admiration that others feel for
him, is a testament to the impact he
has had on the Poultry team.

In honour of his retirement, co-
workers joined Andy at the
neighbourhood Swiss Chalet
restaurant for an evening of
celebration. With his family present,
Andy was presented with a gift and
many wishes for a healthy and
happy retirement.  On behalf of
everyone at Maple Leaf Fresh Foods,
we would like to thank Andy for
many years of dedicated service. He
will be missed for his hard work,

positive attitude, commitment to
learning and teaching, and his
energy and enthusiasm for a job
well done.

Congratulations and may the years
bring you much joy and
contentment!

Olivieri  continues to win  over
their customers
BY      KRISTAN      ALLISTON,       OLIVIERl

The Olivieri Frozen Food Service
team was recently awarded the
Neptune Food Service Vendor
Excellence Award 2005. This award
is given to the manufacturer that

provides the highest total
performance in the following
categories:
•   Partnering to meet customer

efficiency requirements
•   Partnering to meet customer

expectations for product amount
(vendor fill rates)

•   Partnering to meet customer

pricing requirements
•   Partnering to meet customer time

and accuracy requirements

Neptune Food Service is one of the
leading foodservice distributors in
Western Canada and is part of GFS,
one of the largest foodservice
distributors in North America.
0livieri Foods supplies Neptune
Food Service with frozen filled

pastas and sauces, and Neptune
services many of our customers such
as Cara, Panago, Tim Hortons and
many others.

This award clearly defines Olivieri
Foods as a performance leader in the
eyes of the food service industry.
Our operations and administration
led by our Values continues to
exceed our customer expectations.
Congratulations Olivieri!

MgiveleafFoods"su"2t4



New  home  for  Maple  Leaf  Fresh  Foods
BY     STEVE      ATTRIDGE,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      Fool)S

LOcation!  Location!
Location!  Bringing everyone together

at one location has been a key priority

throughout the Maple Leaf Fresh

Foods merger and after much

anticipation, the new head office

location  has been confirmed. As of

May 2006, the Fresh Foods head office

will  be located at 178 South Service

Rd.  in Oakville,  Ontario.

Based on the real estate options

available and  in keeping with a

commitment to minimize disruption

to employees, this location was

selected because it meets the timing

and office space needs for Fresh
Foods. Timing was a critical factor and

this address allows everyone to come

together in one location as quickly as

possible.

With a clear focus on building a

world-class fresh foods company, the

new Fresh Foods office will  provide a

single work location that offers a

dynamic and productive environment.

Having all employees working

together will encourage people to
build strong and

\,-/-.  \ -
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effective relationships within and

across functions through personal

interaction, knowledge-sharing and

decision-making that supports

business goals.

The office building consists of five

stories with nearly 60,000 square feet

of office space.  It is situated within

walking distance of public

transportation,  restaurants, shops and
other amenities.  In addition, there is

ample parking for all employees and

visitors. There are a number of

features within the building that will

generate a very positive and energetic
workplace,  including numerous

common meeting rooms, large eating

areas, abundant natural light, new
washroom facilities, an

interconnecting staircase and many

other aesthetic considerations.

of/

The office space is currently vacant

and work has begun on the
renovations,  including many

upgrades. The goal  is to implement

workplace solutions that foster

collaboration, efficiency and

effectiveness within a vibrant setting

that allows everyone to maximize

their potential.

Great strides have been made in the

Fresh Foods merger and the

employees are now one step closer to
working together in one location with
strong collaborative teams and an

unrelenting passion for success.

Shown is an artist's rendering of the new Maple
Leaf Fresh Foods head office in Oakville.

•S



A  marriage

made  of Six

Sigma
BY      LISA      BLACKSTIEN,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS

CORPORATE

when tasked with the
challenge of helping a

merger succeed with little stress to

employees and customers, most people
would opt for a different project. The
mere mention of the word ''merger"
can  bring sleepless nights.  But the Retail

Field Sales Merger Project team met this

challenge head-on -with success!

Led  by former Six Sigma  Black  Belt

Alison  Hickey, the team was charged

with creating one standardized sales

team nationwide,  bringing together
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods and

Schneider Foods. The challenges faced

by the team were numerous -they had

just five months to bring together two
very different cultures and processes.

''There was a lot of anxiety around this

project," Alison said. So the team
brought together people from both
organizations to discuss their cultures,

perceptions of the merged
organization,  ideas and fears.  "This

really helped to break down some

barriers and humanized the other

organization to each other," she added.

The Six Sigma methodology was key to

this project's success because it provided

the rigor and discipline needed to keep

it moving along and to help in  making

fact-based decisions.  Because this was

such a  ''people project'',  it was

important to provide transparency to

the sales force selection process and to

include everyone in that process. The

teams got together to create a process
map.  Discussion revolved around a  "day

in the life of a  rep", which helped

demystify the two cultures and build a

strong team because everyone realized
that their actual day-to-day activities

were not very different.

"Salespeople are great people to work

with.  I am really proud of this team and

all of the process owners," Alison said.
''Everyone really put ego aside and

united to ensure the success of the

project."

And a success it is!  According to Project

Champion  Doug Gingrich,  Senior VP,

Retail Sales,  MLCF, the merged  retail

field sales team is now operating as one

organization with standard processes.
''We are a single point of contact for all

our products to our customers."

Rothsay supports  local

environmental  education

Program
BY      LISA      MARKLE,      ROTHSAY

Rothsay's facility in Dundas,
Ontario has signed a three-year

commitment of $15,000 annually

to educate local youth about the
environment and the need to protect
our natural resources through the
Hamilton Conservation  Foundation's

Outdoor Environmental  Education

Program.

~-~i       The conservation Foundation provides

funding to the Hamilton Conservation

Attending the Hamilton Conservation Autl`ority board meeting were: (I-R) Cl.ris Firth-Eagland, HCA
Chairman; Duff Moore, Plant Manager, ltothsay, Dundas; Jim Long, VP Ontario Operations, ltothsay; Dr.
Jared Fein, Waste Water Manager, Rothsay; and Matt Casey, Hamllton Conservation Foundation
Chairman.

Authority, allowing them to operate

classes throughout the school year to

promote environmental education for
students in Grades, 2, 4, 7 and high

school  level. The half-day sessions

(operating at the Dundas Valley
Conservation Area and the new
classroom at Mount Albion

Conservation Area) focus on the local

ecological systems and the

consequences of change to the natural
environment. On average, 60 students

R0thsay - conf;.nued on page 32
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Maple  Leaf

Foods

Supports

community

workshops
BY      ALEX      LAU,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONsllMER

FOODS

For
the third consecutive

year,  Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods

partnered with Loblaw Companies
Limited to sponsor interactive

workshops hosted by Dr. Karyn

Gordon. The workshops took place in

20 Upstairs at Loblaws stores across

Ontario from September through
November 2005.

Dr. Gordon,  a  Doctor of Psychology

and an expert on the topic of

parent/teen relationships,  has her own
radio show on  News Talk  1010 CFRB

and a TV show called The Mom Show

that airs on The Life Network.

Turnout was strong and we received

excellent feedback from all

participants.  Last year's topic was  ''7
Strategies for Raising  Healthy Teens in

an Age of Over-indulgence."  Dr.

Gordon engaged her audience and

drew many interesting discussions,

ranging from  ''What techniques can  I

use to foster my child's self esteem?''

or '`How do I get my child to

contribute to the work around the
home while helping  him/her develop

responsibility and maturity?" to  ''How

can  I  better achieve balance in my

busy life to spend more time with my

family?" As Dr. Gordon explained,

there are no cut-and-dry solutions.

However, she offered some practical

strategies for parents to practice at
home:

EI
Teach the concept of margin
to your children. When

planning your schedule or budgeting

your spending,  give yourself LOTS of
extra room. For example, try to have

one to two nights that are
unscheduled. This advice also works

very well for adults!

E]
Empower your kids to learn
how to say no. Many people

are afraid to say no in fear of hurting

someone else.  For example,  it would

be valuable for them to learn to refuse
scheduling too many social activities

too closely together. Learn to say no

to ensure  100-percent delivery on an

already long  list of current obligations.

E]
Empower more,
function less.

a.   Empoweryourteensto have
their own bank account by

Grade 4. Show them how to
make deposits, take out
money and balance a cheque

book.

b.   Set boundaries on allowance.

Make a plan about what you
will and won't pay for. Get it

in writing. Stick to the

consequences.

c.    Empoweryourteensto make
one meal for the family per

week by themselves (after they
have received the training, of

course).

EI
Make your "environment" or
family area a wellness-friendly

zone. For a family that's trying to eat

healthy, try disposing of all junk food

around the house.

Increasingly, community events such as

this one play an important role in

building the fabric of the society in

which we live and, as always,  Maple

Leaf Foods is proud to be part of such

a wonderful community event. Look

for this program again  in the fall of

2006!

For more information on  Dr.  Karyn

Gordon and her work, visit

www.drkaryn.com.

R0thsay -con fr.r7ued from page 3j

visit the conservation areas daily, the

equivalent of 12,000 students each

year.

The Conservation Foundation  believes

that hands-on learning enhances the

students' understanding and builds on

their personal  responsibility to protect

the environment. Rothsay's
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contribution will  be used  primarily at

the Dundas Valley Conservation Area

for classroom supplies and equipment

and to cover the cost of having

qualified teachers on site to enhance
the students' learning experiences.

Classroom teachers can take the

teachings of the Outdoor
Environmental  Program  back to their

classroom.

Rothsay,  an environmental service

provider to the food industry, is excited
about the opportunity to assist in the

environmental education of local

students. It is extremely important for

our future that the youth of today learn
to protect and value the environment.
We also look forward to promoting

positive environmental changes in our
community. We all need to learn to

walk a  little softer on this Earth.



Bon  Matin's

GrainEntiers

breads are
flying  off the

shelves!
BY      KATY      YAM,      CANADA

BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

With strong consumer trends
leaning toward whole

grains,  Bon  Matin, the No.  1  grain  brand
in Quebec, took its leadership to a new

level  by delving  into whole grains

wholeheartedly.

The launch of the GrainsEntiers line last

September was supported by an
innovative television campaign that

tapped into the healthy consumer's desire
for a simple solution amidst a world of

health information. Our communication

goal was clear -Bon  Matin GrainsEntiers
is a daily fibre solution for the health

conscious.

Behind the scenes, an intense and

comprehensive public relations campaign

was executed.  Five informative mini-

videos were filmed, featuring a physician

who advocates the benefits of whole

grains for diabetes, cardiovascular health
and obesity. In addition, a plethora of

health advice was written by dieticians.

All this information can be viewed at

www.grainsentiers.info, which serves as a

reference tool that's prescribed by
nutritionists to consumers.

The consumer and professional response

was overwhelming!  ln a few short

months, GrainsEntiers increased  Bon

Matin's sales by 14 percent without

cannibalizing our existing sales.

Encouraged by these results,

GrainsEntiers entered the bagel segment

in January to become the only bagel

brand made with  100-percent whole

grains. Also, an Ancient Grain and
Oatmeal bread was added to the already
successful  bread line.

All these efforts have ensured that Bon
Matin remains the dominant health

bread brand in Quebec and,  in 2006,  Bon

Matin will continue to develop the

marketplace.  Keep an eye out for our

new product innovations! !

Bon  Matin  ...  it's all about feeling good!

Go with  the

grain:  Smart
ohoioe  is  in

the  bread  aisle <-  -,  1  , r

BY      KARENA      VANKIPPERSLUIS,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Excitement continues to build
following Canada  Bread  Fresh

Bakery's launch of Smart White,

a category-breaking new product -
white bread made with whole grains!

New Smart White truly delivers the best

of both worlds: it has the taste, texture
and freshness of white bread, but

contains the goodness of whole grains.

That's because each loaf is baked with a

blend of 70-percent enriched wheat

flour and 30-percent whole grain flour
-even the most savvy white bread

connoisseurs will find  it difficult to tell

the difference,

Each serving of Smart White is a source

of fibre,  calcium and  11  essential

nutrients, which are all known for their

long-term health benefits. Smart White

contains no trans fat and supports the
Heart & Stroke Foundation's Health

Check program. It's fresh, smooth and

tastes great, just like the white bread

consumers love! We've even removed

the end slice so that consumers can

actually see the product and will be

amazed at how it delivers. No

compromises!

Smart White made with Whole Grain

was launched across Canada the week

of Feb. 20, endorsed by our mainstream

regional  brands MCGavin's (Western

Canada),  Dempster's (Ontario),  POM

(Quebec) and  Ben's (Atlantic Canada).
To build awareness around this exciting

new product, an extensive marketing

program was launched  including
television media for French and  English

Canada, point-of-sale materials and a

variety of regional programs to

encourage product trial. Try new Smart

White made with Whole Grain and see

foryourself!                  Maptle"oods|lssu"2%



Community fundraiser  benefits

four-legged  friends
BY      KIM      DRESSER,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE      (CIS)

SCHOFIELI),      MAPLE      LEAF      ANIMAL      NUTRITION

Maple Leaf Foods held a

company-wide event

on Dec.1, 2005 to raise awareness,

money and food for those in need
throughout the community. Corporate
Information Services (CIS)  and

Consumer Foods at 30 Eglinton  in

Toronto joined together in a fun day of

games, draws, non-perishable
donations and a pot-luck lunch for a

Food for the Community Event.

The three charities chosen to benefit

from the proceeds were Feed The
Children (FTC),  Canadian Association of

Food  Banks (CAFB) and the Toronto

Humane Society (THS). A total of 2,300

non-perishable food items were

collected and  $2,000 was raised. The

money distribution to the charities was

determined by a vote from those who

participated throughout the day with
50 percent to FTC, 38 percent to CAFB

and  12 percent or $300 to THS.

As part of this initiative,  Kim Dresser,

BSA,  eBusiness,  CIS,  called  Dean

Schofield,  National Sales Manager,  Pet

Specialty,  MLAN to discuss the

feasibility of making a food donation to

animal shelters.  Dean  indicated that it

was an excellent idea and gave her the

go-ahead to contact animal shelters,
Kim contacted Margaret Valois from

THS to discuss the opportunity to give

more than just money.  THS runs a Food

Bank as a place for pet owners to go
during hard times to pick up food for

their pet for a small fee of $1, which

goes straight to the THS as a donation.
Dean discussed the details with
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&     ANNETTE      HEIM      AND      DEAN

Dean Schofield, National Sales Manager, Pet
Specialty, MLAN, holds a kitten up for adoption at
the Toronto Humane Society.

Carol  Lupovich,  Food Bank Manager

and THS Board  Member.

On  Dec.  22,  2006, six skids containing

cat and dog food, biscuits and cat litter

was delivered  in the presence of Kim

Dresser, Annette Heim  (National Sales

Manager,  Mass & Grocery,  MLAN),  Dean

Schofield,  Margaret Valois, Carol

Lupovich and staff from CityT\/. The

event was aired on the 6 o'clock news
and can be viewed on myMapleLeaf

(www.mymlf.com) by searching for
Food for the Community Day.

This donation is not a one-time event

and is expected to take place three to
four times per year. Kim took an

additional  initiative by contacting the

SPCA in Newmarket, Ontario with the

possibility of becoming the sole pet
food provider to this office for internal

daily animal care. They were unhappy

with the service they were receiving

from their current contract holder, so

Dean contacted the SPCA Manager and

is negotiating a contract as their sole

animal food provider. This opens the

possibility of contracts at other SPCA
locations.

For more information on  Maple Leaf's

own pet food -Canine Plus,  Nutri

Choice and  Lifetime -contact Dean

Schofield  (MLAN) at

schofidg@mapleleaf.ca.

Last December, Maple Leaf Foods donated pet
food to the Toronto Humane Society. Attending the
event were: (I-R) Citytv cameraman; Dean
Schotield, National Sales Manager, Pet Specialty,
MLAN; Anr`ette Ileim, National Sales Manager,
Mass & Grocery, MIAN; Kin Dresser, Business
Systems Analyst, eBusiness, CIS, MLF Corporate;
and Carol Lupovich, Board of Directors, Toronto
Humane Society.



Get the  inside  scoop  on  formulation
BY      JANINE      DUGUID,      MAPLE      LEAF      ANIMAL      NUTRITION

Fol`mulation for the Maple Leaf Animal

Nutrition (Landmark Feeds)

mills -from feed to pricing to labeling -is the focus of a

special team at the loc's corporate office on Kenaston
Boulevard  in  Landmark,  Manitoba.

The formulation department works closely with a team of
five nutritionists to design the feed formulas (recipes) for all

species of livestock,  including swine,  dairy,  beef and poultry,

and all  inclusion classes

(complete feeds to micro and
macro vitamin/mineral

packs). The team  is also
responsible for designing

feed labels that comply with

federal and international

feed regulations, executing

the formulas into the BPCS

accounting package, and

maintaining prices and

margins for all feed

formulas, shelf-stock items

and  ingredients within  BPCS.

Formulation  is a central team

that works closely with a

large number of internal

customers including the

Nutrition,  Purchasing,

Business Operations and

Sales teams. The nutrition

spend a day with the formulation team to understand the
central services offered by the group.

Last summer, two formulators toured each of our eight mill

locations to present our Autobatcher Clean-up and

Information Days (Acl)  initiative. While ACI ensures that

formulas for discontinued feeds are no longer available in

the production computer systems, the program also included

presentations on animal  nutrition, veterinary prescription
feeds, feed regulations and

feed pricing.

The formulation team has

discovered unique ways to

reward progress and
`*¥=         performance. Toencourage

Members of tlie LEI Formulation and Pricing teams include: (back row, I.R)
Lynn Temple, Joanlie Armstrong, Steven Yurkiw, Kurtis MCKee, (middle row,
L.R) Rachel Lafoche, Tina Rivest, lanine Duguid, Tanya Plett, Tyler Wiebe and
(in front) Val Peters.

team sets the formula
specifications,  but the

formulation team updates the formulas and prices twice per

month as ingredient costs and availability change.

Formulation works closely with the sales teams to change

formulas that meet the customer's needs.

The team demonstrates its commitment to continuous
improvement by holding monthly lunch 'n  learns with

company resources and industry professionals.  Formulators

also spend time in the mills,  learning about production or

hitting the road with sales representatives and visiting

customers. New and existing Landmark Feeds employees and

and  recognize accuracy,

formulation work that is

completed correctly the first

time earns a colourful fish

sticker. Why fish? The

formulation team has

adopted  ''The FISH!

Philosophy" and its four

principles -Be There,  Play,
Make Their Day and Choose

Your Attitude. Visitors might

see colourful stuffed fish

flying through the air as a

form of stress relief on busy

days. A colorful trophy,

topped with none other than
a fish motif, is awarded to

people who provide the formulation team with exceptional
service.

The formulation team  is continually driven to improve

customer service and maintain a  high  level of urgency on all

requests and  projects. They're currently running a Green  Belt

project to evaluate and improve the department's customer
service. This small team has found new and exciting ways to

demonstrate the Leadership Edge Values as they perform

their daily tasks and work closely with other departments at
Landmark Feeds.
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Emily Liang (left) and Raja Grar-Augustin man the booth
at this year's career fair.

E:rcorsujt]HEIV[Tss[
BY      LIZ      COLELLA,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery sponsored a Career Fair

at Northwestern  university  in  Chicago,  Illinois

on Jan.19, 2006. We were very proud to have

had one of the fair's best employer booths,
receiving a tremendous response from students visiting our

display.

Emily Liang,  PR Coordinator and current MT,  along with

Raja Grar-Augustin, Associate Consumer Marketing

Manager and former MT, and  Liz Colella,  Human  Resources

Manager, enjoyed a great day of networking and

promoting our MT program. We look forward to continuing
to make our presence known at the universities. We

attended two career fairs last September -University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater and  University of Illinois. We look

forward to successfully placing future MTs and OTs in the

U.S.  Frozen  Bakery locations.


